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“The out-of-home hot drinks market continues to attract
attention from non-specialists, putting pressure on

specialist coffee shop operators to offer a point of
difference. As such, the larger specialist players are
refreshing their offer with a renewed focus on food,

technology and store formats in order to increase their
competitive edge.”

– Richard Ford, Senior Food and Drink Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Reducing waiting times should win customer favour
• Coffee subscriptions: a threat and an opportunity for UK coffee shops
• Operators experiment with late night and alcohol trials in a competitive landscape

Coffee’s ubiquity in modern Britain is evident from this report’s finding that 74% of Brits drank hot
drinks out-of-home in the three months to September 2015.

The large specialist coffee chains face increasing competition from non-specialists such as pubs and
fast food restaurants, which continue to improve and upgrade their hot drinks offers. They also face
increased competition from smaller specialists, often at the forefront of innovation, which are attracting
funding for expansion.

In reaction to this increasing threat, larger specialists are exploring new revenue streams, for example,
by trialling alcohol, evening hot food and by teaming up with third party fresh food brands. Meanwhile,
new formats, such as Costa Fresco and Starbucks Reserve, promise to enhance the customer
experience in their stores through strategies such as table service, iPad ordering, in-house baking and
more artisanal coffee making methods.

Across the market, technology is also playing an increasing role with pre-order apps, for example,
making it even more convenient and quicker for users to get coffee on the go.

In-store roasting and draught coffee are providing something different for the coffee connoisseur,
meanwhile, research for this report also identifies that products such as traditional British baked goods
and fresh bread hold promise as complementary coffee shop items.
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Figure 13: Photographs showing coffee-making methods at the Starbucks Reserve store in Covent Garden, London
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Coffee Republic has closest association with negative connotations
Figure 19: Brand personality – Macro image, November 2015

Harris+Hoole is seen as special, whilst BB’s is associated with family
Figure 20: Brand personality – micro image, November 2015
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Costa Coffee enjoys advantageous position over its competitors
Figure 21: User profile of Costa Coffee, November 2015

Figure 22: User profile of Caffè Nero, November 2015

Starbucks’ overall positive image limits impact of unethical associations
Figure 23: User profile of Starbucks, November 2015

BB’s Coffee & Muffins is noted for value and family
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Figure 24: User profile of BB’s Coffee & Muffins, November 2015

Harris+Hoole enjoys a special image but low exposure limits usage
Figure 25: User profile of Harris+Hoole, November 2015

Coffee Republic struggles to create a positive brand image
Figure 26: User profile of Coffee Republic, November 2015
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Pre-ordering apps help customers cut down on queuing time

Operators move into coffee subscription services

Operators look to expand their roasting capability

In-store roasting
Figure 27: The coffee roaster in Coffee@33’s store, Brighton

Cold brew gains traction in the UK

Draught cold brew/nitro coffee

Coffee shop industry increases its focus on waste

Three quarters of Brits buy hot drinks out-of-home

Specialist coffee shops used more widely for sitting in than for takeaway
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Location and high quality are the most important outlet choice factors

Limited edition coffee appeals to 29% of consumers

47% of hot drinks buyers prefer venues offering customisation

Traditional British baked goods would be popular with half of out-of-home hot drink buyers

Three quarters of Brits buy hot drinks out-of-home
Figure 28: Outlets used to buy hot drinks out-of-home, July 2013, September 2014 and September 2015

Costa Coffee is the most widely used coffee shop chain

Non-specialists make up a significant part of the market

One in seven Brits buy hot drinks from restaurants/pubs/hotels

A quarter of Brits use independent coffee shops

Half of consumers use two or more outlets to buy hot drinks
Figure 29: Repertoire of coffee shops used, September 2015

Coffee shops are more popular for sitting in than taking away

Usage remains unchanged since 2013
Figure 30: Frequency of using coffee shops, July 2013, September 2014 and September 2015

Coffee is the most popular drink bought at specialist coffee shops

Launch Activity and Innovation

The Consumer – What You Need to Know

Outlets Used to Buy Hot Drinks Out-of-home
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Hot Drinks Purchases Made at Coffee Shops
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Boosting interest in tea out-of-home
Figure 31: Types of hot drinks purchased at specialist coffee shops, September 2015

Making coffee shops more appealing to women and the young

A convenient location and high quality coffee are key

Convenient location

High quality coffee
Figure 32: Factors influencing where hot drinks are purchased out-of-home, September 2015

Friendly staff influences choice of venue for one in three buyers

Short waiting time influences the venue choice of 29% of users

High quality food is important for one in five hot drinks buyers

Limited edition coffee appeals to 29% of consumers
Figure 33: Interest in coffee shop product concepts, September 2015

One in five interested in coffee made with non-dairy ‘milk’

Brits are more interested in nitro/draught coffee than in cold-brew

Half of hot drinks buyers prefer venues offering customisation
Figure 34: Coffee shop buying behaviours and preferences, September 2015

Hot drinks buyers favour production provenance information over roasting provenance

One in four would drink more decaffeinated coffee out-of-home if available

The role of food in coffee shops is on the rise
Figure 35: Interest in complementary products/services at coffee shops, September 2015

Traditional British baked goods garner widest interest amongst out-of-home hot drinks buyers

14% of out-of-home hot drinks buyers would be interested in ethnic food at their favourite coffee shop

Blurring boundaries between coffee and alcoholic drink venues

There is scope for coffee shops to branch out into ice cream/gelato

Data sources

Abbreviations

Forecast methodology
Figure 36: Best- and worst-case forecasts for UK coffee shops market, 2015-20

Factors Influencing Where Hot Drinks are Purchased Out-of-home

Interest in Coffee Shop Product Concepts

Coffee Shop Buying Behaviours and Preferences

Interest in Complementary Products/Services at Coffee Shops
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